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EACH INNER PACK CASE

QUANTITY 1 12/box 12 boxes/case

UPC/GTIN 810033295119 10810033295116 20810033295113

PACKAGING

LENS LIGHT TRANSMITTANCE FRAME TYPE FRAME COLOR WEIGHT BASE CURVE FRAME WIDTH TEMPLE LENGTH
END OF TIPS 
WIDTH

Blue Mirror PFT Polarized 12% Half Frame Silver Inlay 32 Grams 10 140 mm 110 mm 100 mm

SPECIFICATIONS

All Bullhead Safety® Eyewear is made from 100% virgin materials. 
This style features lenses constructed with the highest quality 
polycarbonate and frames made with TR-90 (thermoplastic 
composition) material.

TECHNOLOGY

These Whipray™ safety glasses feature frames made with TR-90 material. 
TR-90 frame technology is extremely comfortable and can bend under 
pressure resulting in a custom contoured fit for all-day wear. The one 
hundred percent visually correct cylinder lens is sculpted at a ten-base 
curve for superior coverage and crisp visual acuity. This model features 
polarized, precision lenses, which filter out bent light waves reducing 
glare, eye fatigue, and decreasing reflection off surfaces such as water, 
sand, and snow. The BH3219PFT also features a PFT lens. Thanks to 
its chemical and physical properties, Performance Fog Technology is a 
permanent coating that prevents the formation of condensation on the 
lenses by absorbing the humidity drops.

DESCRIPTION
Silver InlayFRAME

Blue Mirror Performance Fog Technology PolarizedLENS

 

 

BH3219PFT
BULLHEAD SAFETY® EYE PROTECTION

• PFT - Performance Fog Technology lens: Better than traditional anti-fog! 
This water-washable, hydrophilic anti-fog lens coating is permanently 
bonded to the lens to absorb moisture and then spread it consistently, 
providing clear, fog-free vision

• Polarized lenses filter out bent light waves eliminating glare, eye fatigue, 
and decreasing reflection off surfaces such as water, sand, and snow

• Precision lenses block blue rays, which reduces eyestrain, increases 
visual acuity, and protects from the long-term effects of blue light exposure

FEATURES
• The frame is made with incredibly durable, flexible, and 

lightweight TR-90 material
• TPR temple ends to prevent slipping
• Soft, flexible, non-slip TPR nose-piece
• Meets ANSI/ISEA Z87.1-2020 standards
• Meets ANSI/ISEA Z87.1-2020 anti-fog properties standard


